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Green day

Colours are indeed the smiles of nature which makes the world look beautiful. With this
objective the students of nest were dressed in the colour green to celebrate “Green Day”.
The students brought an object related to the colour green and had a show and
tell activity.
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Fireless Cooking

The little chefs of FS1 AND FS2 were all dressed up with an apron and a chef hat,
they were all excited to do the activity. The students of FS1 had fun making their own
pizza and Nachos while the students of FS2 enjoyed learnt how to do frosting and
decorated their own little cup cake.

The students had fun and enjoyed the activity.
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of fruits and vegetables in regular diet,the students of FS1 had an activity of fruit
and vegetable day.

Fruit and Vegetable Art

With the objective to create and educate children about the importance and consumption
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Field Trip - Supermarket

The theme for the month is “Food We Eat” with this being the topic the students of FS1
AND FS2 were taken to a nearby supermarket to help the students explore their choices
and practically understand the healthy and non-healthy food. In order to connect with our
Inquiry in a better way we chose to go on a field trip to Top in Town. The children saw a
wide variety of food and goods which help to follow healthy habits on a day to day basis.
The trip was a success as the children exhibited high level of enthusiasm and at the same
time followed the essential agreements like walking in a line, listening to their teacher and
even greeted people with a smile. They were principled and it was a truly an enriching
experience that helped them enhance their social skills.
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Teaching and Learning can happen
even beyond the classrooms

During Kannada class Ms. Greeta conducted a fun activity to help students learn colours
in Kannada on the school turf. Students got the opportunity to co-operate with each other
in a fresh environment while learning. A sheet with images was given to each student and
then they were instructed to colour the objects which had words beside them that
described its colour in Kannada. Through this activity they learnt the names of colours in
Kannada. Students had a fun filled time while doing this activity
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Identification of letters – Pairing activity

In the current scenario, one’s efficiency grows if they are multi linguistic. The little Champs
of Grade 2 practiced to read 2,3 & 4 letter words in Hindi. 
Throughout this activity children are able to recognise the picture, letters and arrange in
the sequence its heard to form meaningful words. Students were able to read words in
Hindi, comprehend them and pair them with the associated picture. This activity helps the
students to enhance the skill of reading and improve concentration.
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Learning Numbers in French

Learning another language is not only learning different words but it’s learning another
way to think about things. French students of grade IV did an activity on numbers. This
helped them to identify the number names in French and as well as understand the
nuances of the language in the areas of fluency, accent and pronunciation. The students
made number chart with their peers which showed teamwork too
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Designing an informative brochure

Students of grade 5 engaged in designing an informative brochure. They researched
about the subject/topic assigned. Planned and organised their information into a simple
easy-to-read format, complete with eye-catching visual elements like pictures, captions,
titles and sub titles. The kids thoroughly enjoyed this activity.
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Independence Day 2022

What a gala it was when all the parent community, students’ teachers and all the staff of
Nalapad Academy came together to celebrate with pomp and joy the 76 years of Indian
Independence. Among us we had a real-life hero form the Naval forces, Commander
Vinod Vasu and inspiration for all the Indians to look up to and look after their country
without most dedication. We learnt that gaining independence was a very tough battle
that we won, but the tougher battle is to make use of that independence appropriately to
help our country grow and thrive. Lest the sacrifices of our martyrs would go in vain. The
children put in their best foot forward with very creative and colourful dances performances.
Speeches and poems singing the praises of our culturally rich heritage were delivered by
students. 

A very special message about swacch Bharat was delivered through brilliant dance
performances to encourage each one of us to take the onus of a cleaner greener India.
The celebration was not limited to children’s performances only. The parents showcased
their creative streak by creating beautiful Rangolis, art journals etc. It did not end at that,
we took all the parents back to their childhood days by giving them an opportunity play
games like, lagori/pittu, kho kho, chess and bring out the child in them. They put in their
all for their children to witness the child in them. The celebration concluded with variety
of refreshments and charged dance performances collectively by parents.
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Reduce Reuse Recycle

Our beautiful planet cries out for help from us, to restore it to its glory of being the clean
and green planet that it was. As a part of saving our planet and creating awareness in the
children we learnt about the three R’s that will help heal our planet.

The students have been taught that reusing old things is a very good habit that creates
less scope for excess production and wastage of good. Plastic is one item on Earth that
has been listed as a major threat. Plastic can be reduced, reused and recycled so that
no more new plastic is created. The children were taught to use old plastic bottles by
converting them into to pencil holders, planters, birdfeeders etc. They created a few
planters and pencil holders in the class as a part of save the planet drive.
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Parent Teacher Meeting

Parent Teacher Meeting was conducted on July 30th, Saturday in the school.
Parents and teachers plays a vital role in their child’s learning process. As face to face
communication, both the parents and teachers got  an opportunity  to exchange
observation of their child.


